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Gridiron Teams 
to the Field!

Number off  
on your team:  1-#

Quickly practice
your TEAM TAGLINE 
or CHEER!



Executive Coaching through
Performance Management







Learning Objectives

By the end of this session, I will:

● Know the impact of “data”.
● Understand the value of leveraging key concepts within the “art” of 

coaching.
● Be able to discern emotional versus strategic stages of clients and pivot 

accordingly.
in order to…

● The qualities, 
characteristics, and skillset 
of effective Executive 
Coaches

● Servant Leader 
● Avid Learner
● High Expectations Standard 

Bearer
● Connector and Partner

● Executive Coaching at the 
most effective level 
possible

KNOW DO BE
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Scouting



Performance Management is…

Performance 
Management is

a systematic and 
continuous process 

of identifying, measuring, 
and reflecting 

on the qualitative and 
quantitative data 

of implementation 
of key initiatives 

aligned to the priorities and 
goals of the organization. 



Important vs. Urgent 



Aligned to 
TSL Key 
Beliefs:

Important vs. Urgent



Performance Management is…

Performance 
Management is

a systematic and 
continuous process 

of identifying, measuring, 
and reflecting 

on the qualitative and 
quantitative data 

of implementation 
of key initiatives 

aligned to the priorities and 
goals of the organization. 



What data is important in football and why does it matter?  



Performance Management is…

What data, information, and evidence might be important in TSL Performance 
Management and why does it matter?  

Performance 
Management is

a systematic and 
continuous process 

of identifying, measuring, 
and reflecting 

on the qualitative and 
quantitative data 

of implementation 
of key initiatives 

aligned to the priorities and 
goals of the organization. 



Visiting Teams

#2s – Go Visit

You may want to take a 
playbook to take notes.

Be prepared to return to your 
table to share.

G



When you hear the word DATA, what do you FEEL?  What might others feel?  



#2s 
Return to your 
Gridiron Team and 
share insights 
gained.

Team, share back.

Be ready to share 
out.



DATA makes IMPACT



To the Field
TWO Gridiron Teams form a Circle:

● Choose a DATA/STATs Keeper.
● Can CATCH with both hands.
● MUST PASS with your NONDOMINANT hand. 
● DATA/STATs Keeper – Share the Brutally Honest 

Results of PASSING and CATCHING.



Learning Objectives

By the end of this session, I will:

● Know the impact of “data”.
● Understand the value of leveraging key concepts within the “art” of 

coaching.
● Be able to discern emotional versus strategic stages of clients and pivot 

accordingly.
in order to…

● The qualities, 
characteristics, and skillset 
of effective Executive 
Coaches

● Servant Leader 
● Avid Learner
● High Expectations Standard 

Bearer
● Connector and Partner

● Executive Coaching at the 
most effective level 
possible

KNOW DO BE







Data Makes Impact

“The failure to identify and get ready for endings and losses is the 
largest difficulty for people in transition. And the failure to provide help 
with endings and losses leads to more problems for organizations in 

transition than anything else.”

Bridges, William, and Susan M. Bridges. Managing Transitions: Making the Most of Change, 2016.



Data Makes Impact



Coaching Support



Coaching Support

What 
connections 
can you 
make with 
experiences 
you have 
had? 



Running Plays



Visiting Teams

#3s – Go Visit
You may want to take your tool 
and a playbook to take notes.  

G



Scenario 1

Formative student outcome data 
aligned to strategic plan initiatives has 
been received by the  superintendent. 
He calls you and states, “This data 
cannot be accurate. Our instructional 
coaches have been in these 
classrooms and have stated that the 
teachers are doing a great job. We 
must have the wrong measurement.   
I just wanted to let you know I am 
throwing it out.”    

Using the “Coaching with Awareness” 
tool, discuss possible next steps as an 
executive coach.  

Consideration:  Be sure to keep them at the 
Strategic Plan Implementation/PM 

Systems-Development level of thinking.  



Visiting Teams

#3s – Go visit 
another team  
(Rotate) 
You may want to take your tool and  
a playbook to take notes.  



Scenario 2

A superintendent calls very concerned 
over the latest initiative data that is to be 
reported to the board this coming 
Thursday. She shares her concern that the 
data will likely move the board to fire her. 
As the conversation progresses, you hear 
her take a deep breath and sigh 
noticeably. 

Using the “Coaching with 
Awareness” tool, discuss possible 
next steps as an executive coach.  

Consideration:  Be sure to keep them at the 
Strategic Plan Implementation/PM 

Systems-Development level of thinking. 



Visiting Teams

#3s – Go visit 
another team  
(Rotate) 
You may want to take your tool 
and your playbook to take notes.  



Scenario 3

PUNT

Visiting #3s:  

You describe the scenario!  Using the “Coaching with Awareness” tool, discuss 
possible next steps as an executive coach.  

Consideration:  Be sure to keep them at the Strategic Plan 

Implementation/PM Systems-Development level of thinking.  



#3s 
Return to your 
Gridiron Team and 
share insights gained.
Team, share back.
G



Learning Objectives

By the end of this session, I will:

● Know the impact of “data”.
● Understand the value of leveraging key concepts within the “art” of 

coaching.
● Be able to discern emotional versus strategic stages of clients and pivot 

accordingly.
in order to…

● The qualities, 
characteristics, and skillset 
of effective Executive 
Coaches

● Servant Leader 
● Avid Learner
● High Expectations Standard 

Bearer
● Connector and Partner

● Executive Coaching at the 
most effective level 
possible

KNOW DO BE



Executive 
Coaching 
is…

The purposes of a person’s heart are deep waters, 
but one who has insight draws them out.

the manifestation of
servant leadership

as one seeks to draw out, inspire,
and develop the best

and highest within people from
the inside out.

The purposes of
a person’s heart are

deep waters, but one who 
has insight draws

them out.



In Closing

“Adversity is a 

terrible thing to waste.”

-  Will Guidara in CRAIG GROESCHEL’s Leadership Podcast



Executive Coaching 
A good coach can change a moment.
A great coach can change a life.



Who seeks out a coach?



WINNERS DO!

Who seeks out a coach?

Be the one they seek out!



Go Team!



Thank you!
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